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Series

Amplifier Head

※  In the interest of product improvement, the specifications and/or the content of 
products (including but not limited to appearances, packaging design, manual content, 
accessories, size, parameters and display screen), are subject to change without prior 
notice. Please check with local supplier for exact offers. Specifications and features 
(including but not limited to appearances, colors and size) may vary by model owing to 
environmental factors, and all images are illustrative.



Series Amplifier Head
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1. INPUT: 1/4" mono jack to plug in your guitar.
2. GAIN: Controls the gain level.
3. BASS: Controls the low frequency response.
4. MIDDLE: Controls the mid frequency response.
5. TREBLE: Controls the high frequency response. 
6. VOLUME: Controls the output volume. 
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FX LOOP SEND:
1/4" mono jack, connect to your effects input jack.
(The Effects Loop is a patch point between the pre-amp and power amp).

18V DC:
Plug in 18V DC adapter (center negative).

PHONES/LINE OUTPUT:
1/8" stereo jack, for using headphones or recording.

AUX IN:
1/8" stereo jack, for connecting an external music player.

SPEAKER OUTPUT:
1/4" mono jack, connect to your cabinet (speaker 4-16 Ω).

FX LOOP RETURN:
1/4" mono jack, connect to your effects output jack.
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Series Amplifier Head

is a 5W Class AB Guitar Amplifier Head

Aux in jack can let you play with an external music player

Features
Sound inspired by the legendary Mesa Boogie Rectifier*
Extremely compact configuration for portability
High quality tone with Volume and Gain controls
3 Band EQ controls for shaping your tone

Compatible with cabinets of different impedances ranging from 4-16 Ω
Headphone output jack is very convenient for practicing and recording

FX LOOP for using external effects

Specifications
Power Output: 5 Watts
Dimensions: 128 mm(W) × 75 mm(D) × 59.5 mm(H)

Weight: 520 g

* Mesa Boogie Rectifier is an amplifier model of Mesa/Boogie Ltd. The mentioned manufacturer 
and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of the respective owners. The trademarks 
were used merely to identify the sound character of this product.
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